INTRODUCTION
n an operating system, a large number of processes arrive to the scheduler whose role is to manage the processing of these jobs. There are many scheduling schemes available in literature [see Silberschatz and Galvin [3] , Stalling [7] , Tanenbaum and Woodhull [8] ] like FIFO, Round robin, Priority based, Multi-level queue and so on. All these have some advantages and disadvantages over each other. A unified study for scheduling scheme is required under a common environment. This motivates to design a general class of scheduling schemes so that its member may possess common properties of the class as well as could be mutually compared. With this thought of motivation, a general class of scheduling scheme is designed in this paper containing some well-known schemes like FIFO and Round robin as member schemes.
Shukla and Jain [4] have studied the multi-level queuescheduling scheme in the environment of Markov chain model. Shukla et.al. [5] studied the setup of space division switches in a Markov chain model scenario. Shukla and Jain [6] used Markov chain model for deadlock-based study of multi-level queue scheduling. Some other related contributions are due to Medhi [1] and Naldi [2] . In the present study, the designed general class of scheduling scheme is examined through a Markov chain model in order to perform the comparative analysis of the performance of member scheduling schemes. The overall recommendation is that, under the Markov chain model based study, the general class contains scheme-III as the most recommendable.
GENERAL CLASS OF ROUND-ROBIN QUEUE
SCHEDULING SCHEME Consider a round-robin scheduling scheme shown in fig 2.1. A general class is laid down below:
(1) The S denotes scheduler and there are m processes P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ,.. P m in queue; (2) The S provides one quantum of time to each process and next quantum is decided by a random trial; (3) The S starts from any process P i in queue and then moves to P j ( )
The new process enters from the end i.e. P m+1 is placed after P m and so on; (5) Suppose S is at any process P i (i=1, 2, 3…m) at the end of a quantum, then in the next quantum (a) S will be on P i+1 with priority p, (b) S will be on P i with priority s, (c) S will be on P i-1 with priority q, (6) The S becomes idle when there is no process in the queue. However it is assumed that the scheduler S may be in deadlock in any quantum; (7) From this deadlock level, the S could be back also to the queue in any other quantum for processing purpose; (8) There is a long waiting queue of processes P 1 ', P 2 '….. outside the processing unit and if one process is over inside, then a new process, waiting outside, enters inside so as to maintain m processes there. 
PROPOSED MARKOV CHAIN MODEL Let
Remark 2.1 The generalized expressions for n quantum are:
SOME SPECIAL SCHEDULING SCHEMES
By imposing restrictions and conditions over the ways and procedures, one can generate various scheduling schemes from the generalized class in section 2.1. = r
1. Scheme-I [

Remark3.2.3
The state probabilities after the second quantum are: for n quantum are: Then this general class has scheduling scheme called "Round-Robin Scheduling scheme" for all quantum n. The general class has scheme called "Round-Robin Scheduling scheme" with condition that scheduler starts processing with first process for all quantum n. The generalized expressions of scheme-IV for n quantum are:
SIMULATION STUDY
In order to compare all the four scheduling schemes under a common setup of Markov chain model, the simulation study is performed whose graphical output is below.
Under Scheme-I[A]:
Consider initial probabilities pb 1 =0. , relates to the same scheme but with the consideration of deadlock state. There is chance that during processing of jobs P i (i=1,2,3,4,5), the system may transit to state D and absorbed there. It found the probability that system survives on the same process over a large number of quantum reduces with a fast rate. This indicates for hanging chance of process scheduler if the process P i consumes more time. The chances of movement towards deadlock state are high for scheme I [B] .
Under Scheme-II[A]:
Consider initial probabilities pb 1 =0.27, pb 2 =0.15, pb 3 =0.17, pb 4 =0.18, pb 5 =0.23 with s=q=r=0, p=1. , the scheduling followed is round robin scheme with the condition that scheduler can start processing from any process with no deadlock condition. It is observed that at some specified quantum for an specified process, the probability attains a maximum. But over a large quantum, the downfall of probability occurs. At regular interval, after five quantum, the state probability bears a chance of scheduler being transited over the same.
Under Scheme-II[B]:
Initial , where the scheme is round robin scheduling with the effect of deadlock state, the increasing number of quantum has indication for the system to be over the deadlock state.
Under Scheme-III[A]:
Consider initial probabilities pb 1 =0. The scheme-IV is purely a round robin scheme, which starts from the first process, the state probabilities are in fluctuating trend as evident from fig 4.7[A] and 4.7 [B] . After a constant interval of quantum each process bears a high probability of being processed.
The overall view indicates that scheme-III bears more probability for processing jobs in comparison to other schemes. Because of its being a mixture of FIFO and round robin, the process scheduling aspect is stronger in this case.
CONCLUDING REMARK
The present study incorporates a general class of scheduling schemes with FIFO and round robin as its members. Some other schemes are also member of this class and all these are considered with and without deadlock state. All the schemes are examined through a common Markov chain model. The scheme-I is not as effective in comparison to others. In scheme-II[A], at the regular intervals after five quantum, the state probability bears a high chance of scheduler being transited over the same. If the number of quantum increases then scheme-III[A] shows almost a stable pattern of state probabilities. The scheme-III seems a good choice because of stability pattern over job processing under common Markov Chain Model setup.
